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EXT. ZOO- NIGHT

The ESTABLISHING SHOT of the zoo shows it to be quite

deserted. No one seems to be around, except for the

animals.

INT. SECURITY OFFICE- NIGHT

The lone SECURITY GUARD for the night is fast

asleep. Nothing will stir him awake tonight.

EXT. ZOO ENTRANCE- NIGHT

A tall silver gate keeps any "late night visitors" from

simply walking inside.

PAN UP to show the gate’s considerably height then PAN BACK

DOWN to the bottom.

JAMES EVANS, who is in his early 20s, lands right in front

of the camera.

He is Caucasian has short black hair, and has a rather lanky

appearance though he does have a few muscles.

He dusts himself off then jumps up to a standing position.

JAMES

And he stuck the landing! The

crowd goes wild!

MEGHAN

James! James! James!

Standing on the other side of the gate is MEGHAN JONES. She

is 19 years old, a little heavy, and dresses like a tomboy.

Her red hair is cut short.

JACK

(sarcastic)

Really impressive. Never seen

anything like it.

JACK REPPIR is built the same as James and wears horn rimmed

glasses.

He also carries a small video camera with him, which he

switches from Record to Pause.
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MEGHAN

If you want to see something

impressive, then try this.

Meghan snatches Jack’s camera out of his hands and suddenly

THROWS it high above the gate.

Meghan leaps at the bars and effortlessly scales to the top

of the gate.

She stretches out her hand and manages to snag the camera

right as it begins its descent.

Meghan lets go of the gate and makes a cleaner landing than

James had moments ago.

JAMES

Impressive.

MEGHAN

Don’t have to be light in order to

be a parkour.

Jack takes his camera from Meghan’s hands.

JACK

You’re both traceurs. Parkour is

the name of the sport. Not the one

who performs it.

Meghan and James look from Jack to the gate.

MEGHAN

Um...how did you get in here?

JACK

I fit through the bars. Now will

you explain why we’re here of all

places?

JAMES

Parkour competition said for us to

be unorthodox with our entry

vids. This place is crawling with

hazards. It’s perfect.

Multiple ROAR sound through the dark. Jack grips his camera

nervously.

JACK

Yeah. A perfect way for us to die.
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JAMES

Don’t be such a worrier. Let’s go

find a good place to film.

MEGHAN

Lead the way.


